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SQC helps you convert your 
SFX show to a QLab show

How to convert your show from SFX to QLab:

There are a few parameters that can’t be converted from SFX to QLab as a result of 
SFX not exporting them, QLab not having an equivalent feature or not being able to 

import certain parameters. However SQC makes steps to circumvent these 

limitations but it involves some work from you! The appendix of this document 
contains a full table of what is converted and how.

What you’ll need:

A PC running Stage Research SFX v5.6 (see note below)

A Mac running QLab v2.3 and Mac OS X v10.6.7 

(SQC may run on earlier versions of Mac OS X but has not been tested)

The following guide takes you through the steps of converting your show from SFX 

to QLab.
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If you donʼt have access to a PC with SFX on it, or an SFX dongle
>: If  you donʼt have an SFX dongle for your PC, it  is possible to run SFX in “Editor”  mode. This will let you 

open your show and make changes to all parameters, but you wonʼt be able to play audio or send MIDI. 
But you will be able to everything necessary to export your show for SQC to convert  it. The SFX 5.6 
manual contains information on how to run SFX in Editor Mode (on page 91). The manual can be 
downloaded from here:

" http://kbase.stageresearch.com/article.aspx?id=11662
>: If  you donʼt  have a PC handy, you can install Parallels Desktop on your Mac. You will need a Windows 

installer DVD. This will let you run Windows and hence SFX on your Mac. You can use a dongle or run 
SFX in Editor mode. Alternatively  you can use the Bootcamp Utility that comes with your Mac to install 
Windows on a separate partition on your Mac hard drive.

http://kbase.stageresearch.com/article.aspx?id=11662
http://kbase.stageresearch.com/article.aspx?id=11662


Preparing your show in SFX
On Your PC:

>: If you have not done so already, install the Windows Generic Text printer 
driver, you only need to do this once:

>: Check that your Fade and Wait Cue descriptions are the default descriptions, 
i.e. “FADE 4.000” rather than “Fade down a bit”

>: If you use multiple cue lists, renumber the cue numbers from your secondary 
cue lists so they are outside of the range used in the main cue list. i.e. your 
main cue list uses Q’s 1 - 100, and your secondary cue list is renumbered to use 

Q’s 501-600. These cue numbers can prove handy later for debugging.

>: The most important parameters that aren’t exported by SFX are: The Start / 

End points of a Wave cue; the Loop Start / End points of a Wave cue; the Total 
Plays (loops) of a Wave cue; and whether a Fade cue stops it’s target on 

completion. (Assigns and Gangs are also not exported). Go through each cue 

in SFX, see if they have any parameters that won’t be exported and add the 

following codes to the Notes of those cues in SFX:
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Installing the Windows Generic Text printer driver  (in Windows XP)
>: Go to: Start > Control Panel > Printers and Faxes > Add Printer
>: When the Add Printer wizard opens, select a “local printer attached to this computer” and click Next
>: In the next page, under “Use the following port:” select “FILE: (Print to File)” and click Next
>: In the next page, select “Generic” in the list of manufacturers and then “Generic /  Text  only” in the list 

of printers, and click Next
>: In the next page, you can leave the settings as they are and just click Next
>: Skip printing a test page
>: In the final page, click Finish and you will be asked to insert your Windows XP CD-ROM



>: For Wave cues:
	 ** SQC START X.X %%
	 	 where X.X is the time in seconds of the start point of the Wave cue
OR	 ** SQC SAMPLESTART X %%
	 	 where X is the time in samples of the start point of the Wave cue as 
	 shown in the SFX Effects window (this will only work for 44.1kHz Wave files)

	 ** SQC END X.X %%
	 	 where X.X is the time in seconds of the end point of the Wave cue
OR	 ** SQC SAMPLEEND X %%
	 	 where X is the time in samples of the end point of the Wave cue as 
	 shown in the SFX Effects window (this will only work for 44.1kHz Wave files)

	 ** SQC LOOPSTART X.X %%
	 	 where X.X is the time in seconds of the loop start point of the Wave cue
OR	 ** SQC SAMPLELOOPSTART X %%
	 	 where X is the time in samples of the loop start point of the Wave cue 

	 as show in the SFX Effects window (this will only work for 44.1kHz Wave files)

	 ** SQC LOOPEND X.X %%
	 	 where X.X is the time in seconds of the loop end point of the Wave cue
OR	 ** SQC SAMPLELOOPEND X %%
	 	 where X is the time in samples of the loop end point of the Wave cue 

	 as show in the SFX Effects window (this will only work for 44.1kHz Wave files)

	 ** SQC PLAYS X %%
	 	 where X is the number of plays (loops) of the Wave cue. 

	 	 If this number is 999 then the loop is set to infinite in QLab.

>: For Fade cues:
	 ** SQC FADESTOP %%
	 	 SQC will Stop the target on completion of the fade

>: So for example your notes for a Wave cue might read:

** SQC START 4.5 %%** SQC LOOPSTART 8 %%** SQC START 12 %%** SQC 
PLAYS 999 %%

>: This will result in a Audio cue in QLab that Starts at 4.5 seconds into the .wav 
file, loops from 8 seconds to 12 seconds, and will loop infintely.
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>: Choose Print Setup from File menu. In Print Setup, select "Generic / Text 
Only" under Printer, select A3 as Paper Size, and Landscape orientation, then 

OK. The latter is very important, otherwise your file is full of carriage returns 
which confuses SQC.

>: Choose Print from File menu. Click the Options button and tick every box in 

that window and click OK. Click OK again and type in a file name that is 
exactly the same as your Cue list title. The file will be saved in the directory 
that the SFX file is saved in, or in SFX’s folder in your Program Files. The Printer 
may appear to go on for ever - sometimes it gets stuck in a loop. Click Cancel 
but you should have the file. Open it in Notepad to check it.

>: Copy the printer files to your Mac
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Preparing QLab
On Your Mac:
➚ Open QLab
➚ In Workspace Preferences (Press Command comma)

➚ Turn “Auto Number new cues...” Off
➚ Turn “Playback position is always the selected cue” On

➚ In the Audio tab, Adjust the Volume limits Minimum to -100dB

➚ Run SQC
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SQC Preferences and Workflow
When SQC starts it will ask you whether you want to convert an SFX file to QLab, 

whether you want to consolidate multiple cue lists, or group linked cues. The latter 
two options are utilities to run after conversion and are discussed later in this 
manual. For the moment, click Convert.

You can choose whether SQC appends all the cue notes with the audio file paths 
used by SFX, though SQC will automatically do this for cues where the audio files 
cannot be found.

A Wave cue in SFX can target up to eight different .wav files, so all eight are noted if 
chosen. If you choose not to append the cue notes, but SQC detects that the 

original Wave cue contained more than one .wav file, it will append the audio file-

paths and add:

*** THIS CUE ORIGINALLY TARGETED MULTIPLE AUDIO FILES *****

to the notes of the cue. An audio cue will be created that targets the audio file used 

in Group 1 of the SFX file.

You can choose whether to have Wait preferences in the style of SFX, or to convert 
SFX’s Wait commands to Post-waits on the previous effect. i.e. you can choose 

between:

“SFX style”:

Thunder	 	 	 	 0.00	 0.00 	 0.00	 ↓
Wait 1.25	 	 	 	 0.00	 1.25 	 0.00	 ↓
Rain on window	 	 	 0.00	 0.00 	 0.00	 ↓
Wait 0.0	 	 	 	 0.00	 0.00 	 0.00	 ↓
Rain on roof		 	 	 0.00	 0.00 	 0.00

or “QLab style”:

Thunder	 	 	 	 0.00	 0.00 	 1.25	 ↓
Rain on window	 	 	 0.00	 0.00 	 0.00	 ↓
Rain on roof		 	 	 0.00	 0.00 	 0.00

SQC runs considerably faster if QLab’s Inspector view (the panel with all the 

settings at the bottom of the screen) is hidden. Unfortunately it’s not possible for 
SQC to detect whether it is visible or not, so you are given the opportunity to hide it 
before converting begins. If you choose to hide it, it will be unhidden at the end of 
the conversion process.
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You will be asked to choose the file generated from SFX. You can press Cancel here 

to abort the process. 

You will be asked to choose the folder containing your .wav files. SQC will try to 

match the file-paths from the SFX cue lists to files within this folder and target 
Audio cues automatically. The files should therefore be in the same folder structure 

as they were on your PC. If you do not have your files handy click on any folder. 
Clicking Cancel here will quit the program. 

It’s important to have your audio files handy. Otherwise the audio levels, start, end 

and loop points can’t be properly set. The audio levels will be set but when you go 

to replace the sound file with the proper target, the levels will be changed by QLab 

to the default volume you have set in your Workspace Preferences. If a file can’t be 

found then SQC will put the audio levels into the notes so you can manually set 
them later.

As SQC runs, it tries to set the target of various cue types. In some cases it may be 

unable to find a target. This may be because the target audio file cannot be found, 

or the description of a Fade cue has been changed, or simply it is trying to target a 

cue later on in the cue list (or another cue list) that has not been converted yet.

If SQC can’t find a Fade target it will offer a selection of cues to target from. If there 

are multiple matches SQC will tell you how many matches there are and pre-select 
the most recent match. You can also choose to target the audio cue previous to this 
cue in the cue list (keyboard shortcut ‘P’). If you can’t find the target you can choose 

Cancel (or press Escape) to carry on without choosing a target.
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Multiple Cue Lists
If  your SFX show uses multiple cue lists and you use the 
Play Effect command to target those cues from a main cue 
list; then you should start by converting the secondary cue 
lists first. Finally convert the main cue list. The Play Effects 
will be converted to Start  cues and SQC will search the 
secondary cue lists for cues matching your Play Effect 
cues.

1.00 Play Effect: “CueList2: 
Thunder”

GO!

  SFX v5.60 ProAudio/ShowControl

{A} Cues - Main Cue List

Q# | 

{A}GO

{A} Notes - Main Cue List

Q1 “Now is the...”

{B} Cues - CueList 2

Thunder
Wait 0.00
Rain on window
Wait 0.0
Rain on roof



After conversion
After conversion, you will be asked if you want to convert another cue list. If you 

click Import another cue list,  SQC will create an empty cue list in the same 

workspace, and prompt you to choose a cue list and a location for the audio files.

If you click, Finished Importing then you will be prompted whether you want to 

run the following routines (which you had the choice to run separately when you 

first started SQC).

1) Consolidate multiple cue lists into one cue list

You will be asked if you want to move any cues that are targeted by the main cue 

list,  i.e. Play Effect / Start commands, into the main cue list inside groups. This is a 

great way to consolidate a multi cue list SFX show into a single cue list QLab show. 

If there are specific cues that you want to exclude from this process you can disarm 

them or type ** SQC exclude %% into the cue’s notes.
	 	

You can choose whether to keep the original Play Effect/Start cues (in which case 

they will be dis-armed and placed at the bottom of the Group), or to delete them. 

Often when programming a show in SFX, the Play Effect cue would be targeting a 

Memo in another cue list, rather than an audio file directly, so you could move the 

audio files around in SFX without the Play Effect losing it’s target. When the cue is 
moved into a Group cue in QLab this Memo is essentially redundant. You can 

choose whether to bring the Memo cue into the Group, or you can leave it behind in 

the sub cue list. If you choose to leave it behind,  but the memo had a Wait 
command on it, that wait time will be transferred to the pre-wait time of the first 
cue in your newly created Group. 
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➜

1 Play Effect “List 2 Thunder”GO Main
List 2
List 3

Main Cue List

 ➤ List 2: Thunder

1 ThunderGO Main
List 2
List 3

Main Cue List

Thunder
     Thunder! !              ↓
     Rain on window! !              ↓
     Rain on roof! !              ↓

1 “Now is the ...”1 “Now is the ...”



This option will result in a much tidier workspace in QLab but may require extra 

debugging to check that the correct targets have been assigned, particularly with 

Stop, Pause, Play command cues. This is where re-numbering your sub cue lists so 

that every cue has a number can prove useful.

If a cue is targeted multiple times, the audio files will be transferred to the first 
Start cue, and subsequent Start cues will be left in place targeting the the first Start 
cue in your master cue list. You will notice that SQC places notes (** SQC QID XXX %

%) in the notes of the memos in your sub cue lists. These are internal references to 

the cues that targeted those Memos originally.

If a Start cue is targeting a cue in the same cue list as itself, then the Start cue and 

the targeted cues will be left alone.
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2) Move linked cues into Groups

This will tidy up your cue list a lot. Any cues that are linked together using auto-

follows or auto-continues will be placed inside a Group. Any notes, triggers (except 
hot key’s), Cue numbers will be transferred from the first cue of each sequence to 

the group cue containing it. 

You may, for neatness, want to place every cue inside a Group.

You will be prompted whether you want to place all cues inside Groups, or just cues 
that are linked together.

Cues that are already inside a Group will be ignored.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Once SQC has finished, go through the cues paying attention to the Notes section.

If you didn’t have your audio files handy when you ran SQC, check the routing of 
any mono .wav files that you subsequently target. In the absence of an audio file 

SQC recreates SFX’s routing of inputs and outputs for a stereo file, which does not 
work well for mono files.

A log file is created on your desktop called “SQC LOG” which contains a list of 
problems that SQC might have encountered, for example Fade times that could not 
be determined, targets that could not be found and any other errors involved 

creating cues.
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➜

1 Car pulls upGO Main
List 2
List 3

Main Cue List

Car pulls up
Doorbell! ! !
Plane flies overhead! !
Explosion 2! !

1 Car pulls upGO Main
List 2
List 3

Main Cue List

Car pulls up!    ! ↓
Car engine off! ! ↓
Car door open! ! ↓
Car door close! !
Doorbell! ! ! ↓
Front door opens! ! ↓
Front door closes! !
Plane flies overhead! ! ↓
Explosion! ! !
Explosion 2! ! ↓
debris fall

SQ 47: “her uncles?” SQ 47: “her uncles?”



FAQ
Q. Not all my Cue numbers are converted.

A. If your SFX workspace contains multiple cue lists, those secondary cue lists may 
contain Cue numbers as well as your main cue list. For example, you might have a 

Q1 in your main cue list and a Q1 in your “Atmos” cue list.
Unfortunately QLab will only allow a cue number to be assigned to one cue. So 

when you import your “Atmos” cue list that will get given Q1, and when you come to 

import your main cue list, Q1 will not be assigned a cue number as it has already 
been used in your “Atmos” cue list.
To get round this, renumber your secondary cue lists in SFX to a range unused by 
any other cue list. For example your main cue list might contain Q1 to Q100, 

whereas your “Atmos” list might contain Q501 to Q600.

SQC ignores all Cue numbers for the purposes of determining cue targets to allow 

this to happen.

Q. In SFX a Wave cue had a level of -65dB but in QLab it appears as -INF
A.In QLab you can set a preference that all levels below a certain level appear as -
INF. I suggest you:

➚ In the Audio tab, Adjust the Volume limits Minimum to -100dB
Thus all your audio and fade levels will appear as they were in SFX.

Q. My fade time has been set to 4.99 seconds
A.  This will happen if SQC cannot determine the fade time of the original cue in 

SFX. This usually happens if the Cue Description was changed in SFX from the 

default “FADE 4.00” to something else.

Q. The notes for every QLab contain the text “SFX: FADE (4.000) Thunder” etc 
and I want to get rid of them.

A.  You can use the QLab Text Wizard utility to remove them, choose the option 

“Remove first line of notes”

Q. The program seems to run slowly some times
A. Different cues take a shorter or longer amount of time to convert. MIDI cues and 

Memo cues convert very quickly. Audio cues and particularly Fade cues take a lot 
longer to convert. A cue list with a lot of audio and fade cues will take a lot longer 
to import that a cue list with other types of cues.

Q. The program slows to a crawl towards the end of a long cue list.
A.This is sadly a limitation of Apple’s Applescript programming language.
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Q. The script sometimes has problems setting the levels of some cues 

(according to the SQC LOG) but if I try to run it again it works absolutely fine.

A.Yes. This is very irritating! If there was an error setting the levels, SQC will try to 

annotate the notes of the cue with the levels from SFX.

Q. Not all my trigger information is transferred
A.SFX does not export Trigger information for all cue types, for example it will 
export the triggers for a WAVE command but not for a MEMO command. QLab 

will not allow SQC to assign hot keys to be assigned to cues in QLab - a note will 
be made by SQC on the relevant cue.

Q. Is it possible to use SQC without having access to SFX on a PC?

A.Whilst it would be technically possible for SQC to interpret SFX files directly, this 
would involve a considerable amount of reverse engineering of SFX’s file 

structure and a lot more programming.

Q. Is it possible to convert from QLab to SFX v5.6

A.Nope

Q. Is it possible to convert from QLab to SFX v6
A.Maybe...

Q. I’m having a problem with SQC
A.You can contact me at garethfry@hotmail.com and  I’ll try to resolve any 
problems you have with SQC.
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What’s converted and how
SFX -> QLab Notes

ALL CUES

Cue Number YES Cue Number

Act / Scene / 
Page

YES No corresponding feature Imported into the notes of the cue

Description YES Cue Name

Notes YES Notes Only the first four lines of notes are imported (five if there’re no act/scene/page 
numbers)

Triggered by MTC NO Timecode Trigger Not supported yet

Triggered by MIDI YES MIDI Trigger The Trigger information is also put in the Notes of the cue. SFX does not export Trigger 
information for all cue types, for example it will export the trigger information for a 
WAVE command but not for a MEMO command

Triggered by 
Keyboard

NO Hot Key QLab does not support scripting of this parameter. The Trigger information is put in the 
Notes of the cue. SFX does not export Trigger information for all cue types, for 
example it will export the trigger information for a WAVE command but not for a 
MEMO command

WAVE cues YES Audio

Audio Group 1 YES Target An Audio cue is created, and the file is located on your hard drive and selected as the 
target

Audio Group 2-8 NO N/A The files targeted by Groups 1-8 are noted in the Audio cues notes if they aren’t all the 
same

Loop / Start / End SQC 
CODE

Start, End, Loop Start, Loop 
End

SFX does not export this information. Using special codes these parameters can be 
passed to QLab. See guide for more details

Total Loops SQC 
CODE

Play Count SFX does not export this information. Using special codes these parameters can be 
passed to QLab. See guide for more details

Mixer Levels YES Audio levels Levels and input routings to outputs are set to match SFX. The input routings are 
correctly updated depending on it being a mono or stereo file

Mixer Assign NO SFX does not export this information

Mixer Gang NO Gangs SFX does not export this information

MEMO cues YES Memo

Description YES Cue Name

WAIT cues YES Post-wait or WAIT cue You can choose to have SFX style WAIT’s between each cue, or use QLab’s post-wait 
feature

Wait time YES Post-wait or WAIT time Wait times are derived from the Cue title in SFX, i.e. if you have a wait of 5 seconds, 
but the Cue Title in SFX says WAIT 3.000, then the QLab Wait will be 3 
seconds not 5 seconds. The Cue Title can't have been changed i.e. it 
must read WAIT 4.000 rather than "Wait a bit"

AUTOFOLLOW 
cues

YES Post-wait Autofollow cue

STOP cues YES Stop Cue

Cue List / Cue YES Target A search for a matching target will be performed in the relevant cue list. If SFX is 
stopping multiple targets then an empty group cue will be created

FADE cues YES Fade

Fade this effect YES Fade Target A search for matching targets will be performed. If a match cannot be found then the 
user will be prompted to select an audio cue, unless there’s only one 
Audio cue in the cue list in which case this is automatically targeted. 

Duration of Fade YES Fade time Fade times are derived from the Cue title in SFX, i.e. if you have a fade of 5 seconds, 
but the Cue Title in SFX says FADE 3.000, then the QLab Fade will be 3 
seconds not 5 seconds. The Cue Title can't have been changed i.e. it 
must read FADE 4.500 rather than "Fade down". If a fade time can’t be 
determined, it is set to 4.99 seconds and a note is logged in the log saved 
on your desktop

When Fade 
Completes

SQC 
CODE

Stop target on complete SFX does not export this information. Using special codes these parameters can be 
passed to QLab. See guide for more details

Fade curve NO SFX does not export this information

Mixer Levels YES Audio levels
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SFX -> QLab Notes

Mixer Assign NO SFX does not export this information

Mixer Gang NO Gangs SFX does not export this information

CUE EFFECT 
cues

YES Load

Cue List / Cue YES Target A search for matching targets will be performed in the relevant cue list. Cue Effects 
may often be targeting cues down the cue list that haven’t been converted 
yet and so a search for the target will fail in this case. If a match can’t be 
found then the user will be prompted to select a cue to target.

PLAY EFFECT 
cues

YES Start Cue

Cue List / Cue YES Target A search for matching targets will be performed in the relevant cue list. If a match can’t 
be found then the user will be prompted to select a cue to target.

PAUSE EFFECT 
cues

YES Pause Cue

Cue List / Cue YES Target A search for matching targets will be performed in the relevant cue list. If a match can’t 
be found then the user will be prompted to select a cue to target. In SFX a 
Pause Effect cue could pause or Resume a cue, but it is only exported as 
a “Pause Effect”. In QLab a Pause will only Pause, and a Start needs to 
be used to Resume a cue.

STOP EFFECT 
cues

YES Stop Cue

Cue List / Cue YES Target A search for matching targets will be performed in the relevant cue list. If a match can’t 
be found then the user will be prompted to select a cue to target.

GOTO EFFECT 
cues

YES Goto Cue

Cue List / Cue YES Target A search for matching targets will be performed in the relevant cue list. If a match can’t 
be found then the user will be prompted to select a cue to target. Goto 
Effects may often be targeting cues down the cue list that haven’t been 
converted yet so a search for the target will fail in this case

CUE LIST cues YES Load cue

Cue List YES Target A search for a matching cue list will be performed. If a match can’t be found then the 
user will be prompted to select a cue list to target.

GO LIST cues YES Start Cue

Cue List YES Target A search for a matching cue list will be performed. If a match can’t be found then the 
user will be prompted to select a cue list to target.

PAUSE LIST 
cues

YES Pause Cue

Cue List YES Target A search for a matching cue list will be performed. If a match can’t be found then the 
user will be prompted to select a cue list to target.

STOP LIST cues YES Stop Cue

Cue List YES Target A search for a matching cue list will be performed. If a match can’t be found then the 
user will be prompted to select a cue list to target.

PANIC LIST cues YES Stop Cue

Cue List YES Target A search for a matching cue list will be performed. If a match can’t be found then the 
user will be prompted to select a cue list to target.

PANIC ALL cues NO

Cue List NO

SET/START 
CLOCK cues

NO Memo A memo is created with the cue information
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SFX -> QLab Notes

MIDI COMMAND 
cue

YES MIDI

MIDI Commands YES MIDI / MIDI SysEx The hex version of the midi command is also placed in the Notes. Note on/off, key 
pressure, control change, program change, channel pressure, pitch bend are 
supported. Sysex commands are translated into MII SysEx cues. Up to 20 MIDI events 
are supported.

Output NO Patch Not supported currently

MIDI MSC cue Partial MSC Only commands of GO, STOP, RESUME, LOAD, GO_OFF and GO/JAM_CLOCK are 
supported.  Other commands are translated into Memo cues containing the full 
information

Output NO Patch Not supported currently

EFFECTS LISTS NO Not supported currently
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